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ABSTRACT 

Mammalian genomes are pervasively transcribed, yielding a complex 

transcriptome with high variability in composition and cellular abundance. 

While recent efforts have identified thousands of new long non-coding (lnc) 

RNAs and demonstrated a complex transcriptional repertoire produced by 

protein-coding (pc) genes, limited progress has been made in distinguishing 

functional RNA from spurious transcription events. This is partly due to 

present RNA classification, which is typically based on technical rather than 

biochemical criteria. Here we devise a strategy to systematically categorize 

human RNAs by their sensitivity to the ribonucleolytic RNA exosome complex 

and by the nature of their transcription initiation. These measures are 

surprisingly effective at correctly classifying annotated transcripts, including 

lncRNAs of known function. The approach also identifies hundreds of 

uncharacterized stable lncRNAs, hidden among a vast majority of unstable 

transcripts. The predictive power of the approach promises to streamline the 

functional analysis of known and novel RNAs. 
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An estimated ~75% of mammalian DNA yields RNA; at least when 

considering multiple cell lines1-4. In human cells, only ~50% of this material is 

accounted for by pre-mRNA and conventional stable RNA (tRNA, rRNA, 

sn/snoRNA); the remaining part constitutes a population of poorly 

characterized lncRNA species5. The latter are mainly cell type-restricted2, 

suggesting that unknown regulatory RNAs may be found in this population. 

Among these, the intergenic (or intervening) lncRNAs (lincRNAs) have 

attracted attention due to successful functional characterization of a limited 

number of molecules (for recent reviews see refs.6-10). Other lncRNAs include 

promoter upstream transcripts (PROMPTs), originating in antisense 

orientation from active protein-coding (pc) gene promoters11-14 and RNAs 

produced from active enhancers14-16 (eRNAs). 

Characterization of PROMPT and eRNA production has revealed that human 

pc gene promoters and enhancers can be divergently transcribed11,14,15,17-19. A 

strand-bias in transcriptional directionality of pc gene promoters is apparent 

when considering stable RNA levels (i.e. seemingly producing robust amounts 

of mRNA in the sense direction and only little antisense PROMPT). This bias 

is established post-transcriptionally and governed by a decreased occurrence 

and utilization of early polyadenylation (pA) sites in the sense (mRNA) 

direction12,13. Such promoter-proximal pA sites trigger transcription termination 

and rapid transcript turnover by the 3’-5’ exo- and endo-nucleolytic RNA 

exosome complex13. In general, many lncRNAs are suppressed post-

transcriptionally by this mechanism20, considerably skewing their steady-state 

levels from what would be expected based on transcription initiation rates 

alone. Therefore, transcription units that are under evolutionary pressure to 

evade such termination and RNA decay will constitute prime candidates for 

producing functional lncRNAs requiring a certain copy number for their 

actions.  

Here we classify promoters of capped RNA species in HeLa cells by their 

transcriptional directionality, RNA exosome-sensitivity and abundance. We 

identify stable lncRNAs with the potential to function in trans and a population 

of annotated alternative promoters, which produce exosome-sensitive 

mRNAs. We project that this strategy and resource of classified promoters 
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and associated RNAs will guide annotation of functional candidates among 

novel and known transcripts. 

 

RESULTS  
Bidirectional transcription at accessible DNA hotspots accounts for the 
majority of initiation events  
With the final aim to employ biochemical criteria to characterize transcripts 

genome-wide, we first tested whether DNase I Hypersensitive Sites (DHSs) 

could be used as annotation-unbiased foci to identify transcription initiation 

events. Indeed, we found that ~93% of all 5’ends of capped RNAs detected 

by Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE21) in HeLa cells13 were proximal 

to ENCODE-defined DHSs from the same cell line22 (Supplementary Fig. 1). 

The few CAGE tags not mapping to DHSs were typically singletons (28% 

compared to 3% of DHS-proximal CAGE tags). These might be i) located 

within DHSs that fall beneath the peak calling cutoff for hypersensitivity, ii) 

represent cryptic initiation sites, iii) technical noise or iv) recapping events23 

(although only 2% of all CAGE tags were distal to DHSs and resided in 

internal exons).  

While most CAGE tags map to DHSs, only a small subset of DHSs initiate 

transcription: 58% had no proximal CAGE tags at all, and 1% and 13% of 

DHSs accounted for 50% and 90% of the CAGE tags, respectively 

(Supplementary Fig. 1). Strikingly, ~66% (12,763 of 19,224) of these 

transcribed DHSs showed evidence for bidirectional transcription when 

assessing CAGE tags derived from HeLa cells depleted of the RRP40 

(EXOSC3) exosome core component, compared to only ~35% (6,724) DHSs 

from control cells (see Supplementary Fig 2 and Methods for details). Thus, 

bidirectional transcription initiation is a general feature of DHS-identified 

promoters with post-transcriptional RNA decay often favoring one strand over 

the other. Indeed, a large fraction (~78%) of DHSs had at least 90% of total 

stable (control CAGE) expression deriving from one strand. We will refer to 

the dominating direction of transcription from a DHS as the ‘major’ strand and 

the reverse direction as the ‘minor’. Thus, unidirectionally biased promoters 

generally produced largely exosome-insensitive transcripts on the major 

strand and exosome-sensitive transcripts on the minor strand (Fig. 1a). In 
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contrast, RNAs produced from bidirectionally-balanced promoters (1,986 of 

DHSs having at most 75% of control CAGE expression from the major strand) 

were generally subject to degradation by the exosome on both strands. CAGE 

data derived from HeLa cells depleted of hMTR4 (SKIV2L2)19, a nuclear-

specific cofactor of the exosome, supported these observations 

(Supplementary Fig. 3).  

To assay transcriptional directionality using measures which were not RNA-

based, we assessed RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) initiation levels by global 

run-on sequencing (GRO-seq17) on isolated HeLa cell nuclei. TSS-proximal 

GRO-seq signal primarily reflects run-on activity of promoter-paused RNAPII, 

which is detectable as a double peak flanking the transcribed DHS. Indeed, 

GRO-seq data supported divergent transcriptional activity from as many as 

76% (14,658) of transcribed DHSs and indicated a higher fraction (42%) of 

more bidirectionally balanced DHSs (Fig. 1b). We noted that unidirectional 

DHSs (as defined by control CAGE data) on average harbored more GRO-

seq signal on one strand. Thus, even though many promoters are divergently 

transcribed there may be a RNAPII preference for initiation in one direction, 

which is supported by a bias in localization and elongation status (Serine 2 

phosphorylation) of RNAPII24 according to directionality and strand (Fig. 1c). 

Furthermore, a directional preference in transcription initiation (as measured 

by GRO-seq) was correlated to the presence of TATA box sites25 (Fig. 1d), 

consistent with observations in Drosophila26. 

Based on the above analyses, we conclude that transcription is typically 

initiated in both directions from a limited number of accessible DNA hotspots. 

Taken together with the observed strand-specific bias in exosome sensitivity, 

this implies that the previously characterized properties of certain promoter 

subclasses (mRNA-PROMPT pairs13 and eRNAs19) are general features of 

regions that initiate transcription. 

 

Transcriptional directionality and exosome sensitivity distinguish RNA 
biotypes  
Having established that promoter bidirectionality is general, we next assessed 

whether this and exosome sensitivity of the produced transcripts could be 

used at a broader scale for RNA species classification. We employed 
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GENCODEv175 to subdivide a set of transcribed DHSs (as observed after 

hRRP40 depletion) into 9,040 mRNA- and 637 lncRNA-promoters with no 

ambiguous annotation as well as 12,731 DHSs with no annotation support 

(Supplementary Table 1-3, see Methods). As expected, mRNAs were not, or 

only mildly, exosome-sensitive (Fig. 2a), while the clear majority of their 

antisense PROMPTs were (Fig. 2b). Moreover, most transcripts originating 

from unannotated DHSs showed a strong exosome sensitivity on both 

strands. Annotated lncRNAs fell between these two extremes with the 

majority being exosome sensitive. Finally, and consistent with previous 

studies2,13, the steady state abundance, measured in control CAGE samples, 

was much higher (average ~17-fold) for mRNAs than for unannotated 

transcripts, again leaving lncRNA abundance in between the two (Fig. 2c).  

The obvious separation of the three RNA biotypes based on such simple 

criteria prompted us to test whether the same biological features could be 

used to broadly distinguish core promoters of RNA species. To this end, we 

considered properties describing RNAs emitted from their respective DHSs: 

their overall and strand-specific expression levels, their strand bias 

(directionality) and their overall and strand-specific sensitivity to the exosome 

(Methods). Gratifyingly, 80% of the total variance in these seven dimensions 

could be explained by only two principal components (Fig. 3a). We employed 

k-medoids clustering to discern five major DHS groups based on the same 

properties (Supplementary Table 1). The resulting clusters showed distinct 

patterns of expression and exosome sensitivity (Fig. 3a-b). DHSs from the five 

clusters expressed RNAs with distinct enrichment- and depletions of 

GENCODEv17 annotated transcript biotypes (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 

4a, see Methods). Specifically, the two clusters of unidirectional stable DHSs 

(Fig. 3a-b, red and blue) were highly enriched for pc transcript TSSs with 

unannotated (Fig. 3c, light blue column, odds ratio (OR)=34.5) or annotated 

(Fig. 3c, orange column, OR=10.5) minor strand lncRNA neighbors. Since 

these two clusters are strand-specific mirrors of one another, they were 

merged into a single class for the remaining analyses. Major strand RNAs 

originating from these DHSs were abundant in control CAGE samples, while 

their corresponding minor strand transcripts were lowly transcribed and highly 

exosome-sensitive (Fig. 3b). This is reminiscent of PROMPT-mRNA transcript 
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pairs13 and likely reflects that moderately abundant PROMPTs have 

previously been annotated as lncRNA transcripts, while lowly abundant ones 

have not. Conversely, the intermediate and weak unstable DHS clusters (Fig. 

3a-b, orange and green) were strongly depleted of mRNA TSSs (Fig. 3c, 

orange, light blue and blue bars, combined OR=0.26). In contrast, both were 

enriched for unannotated TSSs (OR=14.2 for intermediate unstable and 

OR=105.7 for weak unstable). The former cluster was also enriched for 

annotated lncRNAs (OR=5.4, red bar). DHSs in these two clusters had a 

more balanced bidirectional expression with stronger exosome sensitivity on 

both strands, when compared to unidirectional stable DHSs (Fig. 3b). We note 

that the two unstable clusters in reality form a gradient, with increasing 

expression and decreasing exosome sensitivity from weak unstable DHSs to 

intermediate unstable DHSs. Finally, the bidirectional stable DHS cluster (Fig. 

3a-b, purple) was enriched for bidirectionally transcribed and exosome-

insensitive pc transcript-derived RNAs (OR=49.1). Annotated lncRNAs were 

also enriched in this cluster as well as in both the unidirectional stable and 

intermediate unstable DHS clusters, reflecting the heterogeneity of lncRNAs 

in terms of abundance and exosome sensitivity (Fig. 3b,c). 

To characterize the DHSs that produce unannotated RNAs, we investigated 

the chromatin status of DHSs using ENCODE HeLa chromatin segmentation 

states27 (Supplementary Table 4). While all DHS clusters were enriched for 

predicted promoter chromatin states (‘TSS‘, OR ranges from 3.6 to 61.4), 

weak unstable DHSs were highly enriched for chromatin-predicted enhancers 

(OR=6.9, ~40% overlap vs. < 4% overlap with stable DHSs) (Fig. 3d and 

Supplementary Fig. 4b). Furthermore, this cluster contained the highest 

enrichment for ChIP-seq signals of enhancer-associated histone modification 

(H3K4me1) and proteins, including FOS/JUN, P300 and the cohesin 

component, SMC3  (Supplementary Fig. 5). This strongly indicates that weak 

unstable DHSs to a large extent represent transcribed enhancers.  

In summary, the overlap analyses of the DHS clusters with gene annotations 

and chromatin states independently confirm that the CAGE-based 

discrimination approach captures biochemically distinct properties of 

promoters and their produced transcripts.  
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DHS classification predicts RNA processing and localization fates as 
well as evolutionary constraints 

To investigate the properties of RNA produced from the clustered DHSs 

without relying on annotation, we assembled de novo transcripts28 from 

control and hRRP40-depleted RNA-seq libraries previously obtained from 

HeLa cells13,29 (Supplementary Table 5). Association of assembled transcripts 

with the classified DHSs (Supplementary Table 6) revealed several interesting 

relationships. The bidirectional stable and the major strand of the 

unidirectional stable DHSs generally produced multi-exonic transcripts of 

>2000 nt (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 6a). Conversely, mostly mono-

exonic and shorter transcripts (around 1000 nt or shorter) derived from the 

minor strand of unidirectional stable DHSs and from both strands of unstable 

DHSs. Thus, RNAs originating on the minor strand from e.g. pc gene 

promoters (PROMPTs) display similar structures to transcripts from unstable 

DHSs. Consistent with their stable and multi-exonic nature (Fig. 4a), the 

majority (~83%) of RNAs emanating from stable DHSs are likely protein-

coding as estimated by PhyloCSF30 (Supplementary Fig. 6b and 

Supplementary Table 7, also see Methods). In contrast, 87-97% of RNAs from 

unstable DHSs or PROMPTs are likely non-coding. Interestingly, the small 

fraction of unstable RNAs with protein-coding potential constitute transcripts 

that typically also are different in terms of transcript structure (i.e. number of 

exons and length, see Supplementary Fig. 6c-d). Corroborating these results, 

we noted that unstable RNAs were to a lesser extent polyadenylated and 

more nuclear-retained than those derived from stable DHSs (Supplementary 

Fig. 7), based on ENCODE CAGE and RNA-seq fractionation data2. 

In line with their low intron content, the prevalence of 5' splice site (5’SS) 

motifs was at, or near, genomic background levels downstream of the TSSs of 

unstable DHSs and minor strand TSSs of unidirectional stable DHSs (Fig. 4b, 

left panel). Conversely, 5'SS motifs were highly over-represented downstream 

of bidirectional and major strand TSSs of unidirectional stable DHSs. 

Consistent with earlier comparisons of motif occurrences downstream of 

PROMPT-, eRNA- and mRNA-TSSs12,13,19 we found that the 5’SS motif 

frequency was anti-correlated with the downstream frequency of proximal 

consensus pA site hexamer AAUAAA motifs (Fig. 4b). The 5'SS motifs 
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prevent the utilization of promoter proximal pA sites31, which otherwise leads 

to exosomal decay13,19. Therefore our observation that pA sites are generally 

depleted in TSS-proximal regions downstream of stable RNAs compared to 

regions flanking unstable DHSs as well as downstream of PROMPT TSSs 

(Fig. 4b, right panel) provides a mechanistic explanation for the observed 

differences in RNA stability between the defined DHS clusters.  

Given that pA- and 5’SS-site frequencies downstream of TSSs are highly 

related to RNA stability, these features are likely under selective pressure to 

ensure the proper production and stability of functionally relevant RNAs. 

Indeed, we generally found exosome-insensitive RNAs to be produced from 

evolutionary constrained DNA (Fig. 4c). In contrast, PROMPTs and unstable 

RNAs were produced from DNA with a notably faster evolutionary rate. In 

other words, unbalanced evolutionary rates in DHS-flanking regions are highly 

predictive of transcriptional strand bias (Supplementary Fig. 8). While the core 

DHS region is evolutionarily constrained regardless of its class, the average 

number of rejected substitutions (RS) between mammals32 in regions flanking 

unstable DHSs is lower than expected, indicating selectively rapid evolution of 

promoter regions, as also previously noted33.  

Taken together, these analyses demonstrate that classification of TSSs by the 

nature of the RNAs they emit in a bidirectional pattern is not only predictive of 

annotated RNA biotypes but also reflects associated properties: RNA lengths, 

3’end processing and splicing events, protein-coding content, cellular 

localization and evolutionary constraints. 

 

DHS classification facilitates characterization of RNAs emitted from 
known and novel promoters 
Having established the predictive power of our approach, we systematically 

classified all transcribed HeLa DHSs and associated these with de novo 

derived RNA-seq transcripts and GENCODE annotation, with the aim to 

characterize novel RNA promoters and to identify outliers within annotated 

transcripts classes. The classification strategy, outlined in Fig. 5a, shows the 

number of transcribed DHSs passing each filtering step according to both 

lenient (DHS cluster association) and strict (additional exosome sensitivity 

threshold) criteria. The classification showed that while unstable DHSs 
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typically produced unannotated RNAs, 3,046 (23%) of stable DHSs were, 

surprisingly, not associated with any TSS annotation. RNAs from these DHSs 

were highly enriched in 5’UTRs, and to a lesser extent in exons and introns of 

pc gene models (Fig. 5b). Therefore, they likely derive from yet-to-be 

annotated alternative mRNA promoters. In fact 654 (21%) of these DHSs 

produced major strand transcripts detected by RNA-seq, and 353 of these 

had RNA-seq-derived exons overlapping with annotated exons 

(Supplementary Table 8). An example of this is a DHS corresponding to a 

novel TSS responsible for a large majority of mRNA production (as measured 

by control CAGE and RNA-seq) from the TULP4 gene (Fig. 6a, blue 

shadowed region). 

Conversely, 617 DHSs associated with GENCODEv17 annotated mRNA 

TSSs (corresponding to 609 genes) emitted unstable RNAs (Supplementary 

Table 9). Strikingly, 246 (~40%) of these were associated with genes that also 

produce stable RNAs from another DHS. Illustrating this, the TGIF1 locus has 

three alternative promoters that produce sense transcripts with vastly different 

exosome sensitivity and abundance (Fig. 6b). Interestingly, when compared to 

stable mRNAs, the DNA downstream of these internal exosome-sensitive 

mRNAs TSSs were not enriched in elongation chromatin marks (H3K79me2, 

H3K36me3, H4K20me1) (Fig. 6c and Supplementary Fig 9). We hypothesize 

that these TSSs are producing RNAs, which do not extend to the canonical 

pA site. This suggests that unstable mRNAs are in fact similar to eRNAs and 

PROMPTs not only in terms of their low stability, but also in terms of their 

early transcriptional termination. Indeed, downstream pA site frequencies 

separated highly unstable annotated mRNAs from highly stable ones 

(Supplementary Fig. 10a). However, ~49% of these mRNA promoters were 

also supported by RefSeq curated mRNA TSSs (compared to ~72% of the 

highly stable mRNA promoters), and had similar expression distribution 

across human cell types34 as stable mRNAs (Supplementary Figs. 10b-c). 

Thus, many of these DHSs produce stable, or at least reproducibly 

detectable, mRNAs in at least some cell types.  

Among stable unannotated DHSs with intergenic RNA-seq transcript support, 

we found no likely mRNA candidates as concluded from their on-average low 

phyloCSF30 scores. This suggests that the vast majority of pc genes 
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expressed in HeLa cells are already discovered. However, 9 stable DHSs 

marked promoters of multi-exonic lincRNAs (Supplementary Table 10), 

representing a small but interesting set of non-coding RNAs with putative 

functions in trans.  

While annotated lincRNAs, such as NEAT1 and MIR17HG, were typically 

exosome sensitive, there were highly stable exceptions, including H19, FTX, 

TINCR, HCG11, LINC00473 and SNHG16 (Supplementary Table 11). Some 

lincRNAs function as primary precursors for the production of smaller ncRNAs 

such as microRNAs (e.g. H19) and snoRNAs (e.g. SNHG16). While the 

endocleavage events of miRNA biogenesis make this process independent of 

splicing, the opposite is the case for snoRNAs, which are matured by 

exonucleoytic trimming after their liberation by splicing35. Thus, lincRNAs 

hosting snoRNAs are expected to have a strong evolutionary pressure to 

ensure splicing while this is not the case for miRNA-hosting lincRNA. Indeed, 

snoRNA host gene lincRNAs are more stable than miRNA-hosting as well as 

non-host lincRNAs (P < 0.004, Mann-Whitney U test) (Supplementary Fig. 

11). Illustrating this, roughly 25% of highly stable lincRNA transcripts are 

snoRNA hosts, compared to ~1% of highly unstable lincRNA transcripts. 

 

Discussion 
In this work, we have presented a classification of DHS-defined promoters 

based on the abundance, directionality and exosome sensitivity of their 

emitted transcripts. The approach, which relies on the widespread bi-

directional nature of transcription initiation in human cells, efficiently 

distinguishes known transcript classes and their related properties, such as 

processing status, cellular localization, and evolutionary constraints. Thus, it 

provides a unique inroad to characterize novel RNAs based on the 

biochemical properties of their promoters, independent of current gene 

annotations. For example, we identify 353 novel stable promoters that can be 

linked to known pc genes by RNA-seq, and 9 novel multi-exonic stable 

lincRNA promoters that are promising candidates for functional validation.  

The approach can equally well be used to characterize the overall properties 

of annotated RNA types: we find that few annotated lncRNAs, including 

lincRNAs, are resistant to exosome-mediated decay (~24% are highly stable). 
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Hence, a considerable number of ncRNAs are unlikely to be functional as 

high-copy molecules in trans, unless cell-type-specific mechanisms exist to 

regulate their turnover. Conversely, the large majority (~76%) of transcribed 

mRNAs are exosome-insensitive. 

As an extension to this, our approach enables the identification of promoters 

with unexpected properties that highlight important mechanistic questions to 

guide future studies. One example is pc genes with alternative promoters 

displaying differential exosome sensitivity; the most sensitive alternative 

promoters likely do not produce a protein-coding product. While the most 

exosome-sensitive alternative promoters have the hallmark pA site frequency 

of other unstable RNA classes, it is unclear how stable RNA produced by 

upstream promoters of the same gene are avoiding this fate since the same 

pA sites are encountered during transciption. In-depth studies of these cases 

might reveal mechanisms that cells use to stabilize normally unstable RNAs in 

given circumstances or cell types. It also suggests that stable transcripts are 

under continual selective pressure to avoid early pA sites and include splice 

sites in order to stay stable, while the default state of the human genome is 

discouraging the generation of long stable RNAs. 

 
Figure legends 
Figure 1: Transcriptional directionality and exosome sensitivity of RNAs 
emitted from DHSs. 
a, Average exosome sensitivity (vertical axis) of RNAs emanating from 

transcribed DHSs, broken up by strand as well as by transcriptional direction 

bias in control HeLa cell CAGE (indicated by color coding). Exosome 

sensitivity was measured as the ratio between CAGE expression from 

RRP40-depleted vs. control HeLa cells and plotted relative to DHS summits 

(horizontal axis). b, Average HeLa GRO-seq signal (per 10 bp) in a 1 kb 

window centered at DHS summits broken up as above. c. Average 

ENCODE27 HeLa ChIP signal targeting RNAPII subunit POLR2A 

unspecifically (left panel) and with Ser2 phosphorylated carboxy-terminal 

domain (right panel) in 1 kb regions centered at DHS summits, broken up as 

above. d, Fraction (vertical axis) of bidirectional and unidirectional  

DHSs(broken up by strand), as determined by GRO-seq data, with TATA box 
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motif25 on indicated strand (horizontal axis). Average profiles in panels a-c 

have been smoothed. 

 

Figure 2: Exosome sensitivity and expression levels of annotated 
transcript biotypes  
a, Densities of exosome sensitivity of RNAs emanating in the major direction 

of considered DHSs (defined as most dominating in control HeLa cells),  

broken up by GENCODEv17 TSS annotation associated with corresponding 

DHSs. Sensitivity was defined as the relative fraction of measured RNA 

abundance reduced by the exosome (the fraction of RRP40 CAGE expression 

level not detected with control CAGE, see Methods). b, As panel a, but 

assessing RNAs on the opposite (minor) strand. c, Expression levels from 

DHSs associated with the indicated RNA biotypes, assessed as ranked 

CAGE expression levels in control HeLa cells of RNAs emanating from major 

strands at DHSs broken up by annotation as above. 

 

Figure 3: Transcriptional directionality, RNA abundance and exosome 
sensitivity separate functionally distinct groups of promoters 

a, ENCODE HeLa DHSs were grouped into five major classes via k-medoids 

clustering based upon exosome sensitivity, expression levels and 

transcriptional strand bias (directionality). DHSs and their cluster 

memberships were visualized by principal component analysis (PCA). The 

first two principal components describe ~80% of the total variance in the data 

used for clustering. Colors and names given to each DHS class are utilized 

throughout the paper. b, Biochemical properties of each DHS cluster are 

summarized by horizontal density plots. Illustrations on top of subpanels 

depict the typical arrangement of TSSs within each DHS cluster where the 

size and shade of the arrows indicate abundance and stability of emitted 

RNAs, respectively. The two unidirectional stable clusters are merged in 

subsequent analyses. c, Enrichment odds ratios (vertical axis, log10 scale) of 

DHS overlap with TSSs of GENCODEv17 transcripts (annotation classes are 

described in Methods). Stars indicate Fisher’s exact test Benjamini-Hochberg 

FDR < 0.001. d, Enrichment odds ratios (log2-transformed, vertical axis) of 

DHS overlap with ENCODE chromatin segmentation states. While all clusters 
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of transcribed DHSs are enriched for predicted promoters in HeLa cells 

(‘TSS‘; OR ranging between 3.6 and 61.4), weak unstable DHSs are highly 

enriched for predicted strong enhancers (‘E’; OR=6.9). Note that 

untranscribed DHSs mainly fall into the classifications not associated with 

predicted active transcription initiation (‘repressed’, ‘CTCF’, ‘transcribed’, and 

‘promoter-flanking’ states). 

 

Figure 4: RNA processing events separate DHS clusters  
a, Histograms of de novo-assembled transcript counts, broken up by number 

of exons and associated DHS cluster. Vertical axes indicate the number of 

thousand transcripts. In the bottom panels, the unidirectional stable DHSs are 

split on major (left) and minor (right) strands revealing that PROMPTs are 

highly similar to transcripts of weak unstable DHSs. b, Frequencies of RNA 

processing motifs (5’SS, left panel, and pA-site hexamer, right panel) 

downstream (major strand) of CAGE summits broken up by DHS cluster. 

Vertical axis shows the average number of predicted sites per kb within an 

increasing window size from the TSS (horizontal axis) in which the motif 

search was done. 0 indicates the expected hit density from random genomic 

background. c, Average number of rejected substitutions across mammals 

per bp around summits of transcribed DHSs, broken up by DHS class. 
 

Figure 5: RNA annotation by means of DHS classification  
a. Flow chart illustrating the filtering steps made to extract DHSs with 

interesting properties, such as those emitting unstable mRNAs or novel stable 

multi-exonic lincRNAs. The number of DHSs passing each filtering step based 

on lenient (DHS cluster membership) and strict (additional sensitivity 

thresholding) criteria is indicated at each arrow. For stable and unstable DHSs 

an exosome sensitivity threshold of ≤ 0.25 and ≥ 0.75, respectively, was used 

in addition to DHS cluster membership for strict filtering. b. Fraction of 

unannotated DHSs (not overlapping known TSSs) overlapping other genomic 

features, broken up by DHS cluster. Absolute numbers and fractions of DHSs 

in each class members falling into the unannotated category are shown on 

top.  
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Figure 6: Examples of DHS class- facilitated RNA characterization 
a, UCSC genome browser image showing a novel promoter (chr6:158653065-

158653215, hg19) in the stable unidirectional class, linked to the TULP4 gene 

by RNA-seq and CAGE (blue highlight). This promoter accounts for the 

majority of stable TULP4 expression in HeLa. Average replicate CAGE 

expression before and after exosome (RRP40) depletion, and Cufflinks de 

novo assembled transcripts connecting the novel promoter with canonical 

exons are shown. Note the different scales for plus and minus strand CAGE. 

Below, ENCODE ChIP-seq profiles of H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, 

H3K36me3 and H3K27me3 are shown.  
b, UCSC genome browser image showing the classification of promoters 

(transcribed DHSs) within the TGIF1 gene, which differ substantially in RNA 

output and stability. Average replicate CAGE expression before and after 

exosome (RRP40) depletion and ENCODE ChIP-seq profiles of H3K4me1, 

H3K4me3 and H3K27ac are shown. Note that the ChIP-seq data lacks the 

resolution to ascertain usage of promoters. 

c, Average ChIP-seq signal (vertical axis) of H3K36me3, H3K79me2 and 

H4K20me1 (associated to productive elongation), -500 to +1500 bp (with 

respect to major strand) around summits of DHSs (horizontal axis) emanating 

stable and unstable mRNAs. The ChIP-seq signal was normalized to the 

overall signal across all ENCODE HeLa DHSs. 
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Methods 
HeLa cells culturing and siRNA-mediated knockdowns 
HeLa cells culture and EGFP (control), MTR4 (SKIV2L2), or RRP40 

(EXOSC3) knockdowns were performed as described previously13,19. 

The following siRNA sequences were used: 

egfp  GACGUAAACGGCCACAAGU[dT][dT] 

egfp_as ACUUGUGGCCGUUUACGUC[dT][dT] 

RRP40 CACGCACAGUACUAGGUCA[dT][dT] 

RRP40_as UGACCUAGUACUGUGCGUG[dT][dT] 

MTR4  CAAUUAAGGCUCUGAGUAA[dT][dT] 

MTR4_as UUACUCAGAGCCUUAAUUG[dT][dT] 

 

HeLa CAGE library preparation, sequencing and mapping 
Previously sequenced HeLa CAGE libraries13 (GEO IDs GSE48286 and 

GSE49834) were extended with two additional biological replicates per 

condition (GEO ID GSE58991)The same methods for preparation and 

computational processing were used as described in these reports.   

 
GRO-seq library preparation, sequencing and mapping 
Libraries were prepared as in ref. 26, using the adapter ligation protocol and 

starting with at least 5x106 HeLa nuclei. GRO-seq libraries were sequenced 

on the Illumina HiSeq2500, using standard protocol at the Cornell 

bioresources center (www.BRC.cornell.edu). Reads were trimmed to 30 

bases and first mapped to a representative complete transcribed unit of rDNA 

(GenBank accession id: U13369.1) using Bowtie36.  Reads not aligning to the 

rDNA were then mapped to the human genome (hg19).  Reads that mapped 

uniquely with 2 mismatches or less were then used for downstream analyses. 

 
DNase I hypersensitive sites as focus points of transcription initiation 
For unbiased categorization of TSSs, we focused on ENCODE HeLa DNase I 

hypersensitive sites22 (DHSs). A set of 199,188 combined (UW and Duke) 

FDR 1% peaks (narrowPeaks, ENCODE Jan 2011 integration data) were 

considered. For each DHS we required a well-defined DNase signal summit 

(position with max DNase signal), hereafter referred to as DHS summit, 
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supported by either UW or Duke DNase data (Jan 2011 ENCODE integration 

data). Immediately flanking these DHS summits, we defined two windows of 

size 300 bp associated with minus and plus strand expression as illustrated in 

Supplementary Figure 2. We further filtered DHSs to not overlap any other 

DHS strand-specifically with respect to these windows. This resulted in a set 

of 178,655 genomic well-separated DHSs with well-defined DHS summits. 

 

Quantification of DHS-associated expression 
DHS-associated strand-specific expression in control and exosome (RRP40) 

depleted HeLa cells were quantified by counting of CAGE tags in genomic 

windows of 300bp immediately flanking DHS summits (as described above). 

CAGE tag counts were then converted to tags per million mapped reads 

(TPMs). After inspection of preferential location of CAGE tags with respect to 

strand around DHS summits (not shown) we decided to focus on transcription 

going outwards from the DHS summits. Hence, unidirectional and divergent 

but not convergent transcription was considered. 81% of all CAGE tags were 

covered by the filtered set of DHSs and these flanking windows. For 

subsequent analyses, we required DHSs to be supported by CTSSs (CAGE 

tag start sites) of at least 2 CAGE tags on the same strand in at least two 

replicates and with an average replicate expression level of at least 0.5 TPM. 

This resulted in 19,224 and 25,342 transcribed DHSs in control HeLa cells 

and in HeLa cells after exosome (RRP40) depletion, respectively. For 

estimation of the number of divergently transcribed DHSs, we counted the 

number of DHS with CAGE-derived TSSs (CTSSs) supported by at least 2 

CAGE tags on both strands in at least one replicate CAGE library. 

 

Measuring directionality of transcription 
Based upon strand-specific DHS expression (described above) we calculated 

a directionality score measuring the strand bias in expression level for 

transcribed DHSs. The directionality score (D) measures the transcriptional 

bias to either plus (P) or minus (M) strand of each DHS: 

D = P / (P + M) 

D ranges between 0 (100% minus strand expression) and 1 (100% plus 

strand expression, and 0.5 indicates a perfectly balanced bidirectional output. 
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DHSs with a directionality score ≤ 0.1 or above ≥ 0.9 were considered 

‘unidirectional’ biased while DHSs with a directionality score ≥ 0.25 and ≤ 0.75 

were considered ‘bidirectional’. 

 

GRO-seq based analysis of CAGE-expressed DHSs 
We used GRO-seq to estimate the directionality and the frequency of 

bidirectional transcription initiation of transcribed DHSs (as defined by CAGE) 

in the same way as described above for CAGE data (but using GRO-seq 

reads instead of CAGE tags). Strand-specific search of TATA box motifs25 

was done in 601 bp regions focused on DHS summits using ASAP tool37 (with 

standard settings), and with 0.9 relative score as a cutoff. The frequency of 

TATA motifs on each strand was then calculated for unidirectionally biased of 

bidirectionally balanced DHSs (as determined from GRO-seq data).  

 

Measuring exosome sensitivity 
Based upon strand-specific expression (described above) we calculated a 

strand-specific exosome sensitivity score measuring the relative amount of 

degraded RNAs by the exosome. We designed the sensitivity score to 

quantify the fraction of RRP40 depleted CAGE expression seen only after 

exosome depletion. Exosome sensitivity was calculated for both strands: 

P_sensitivity = max((P– – P) / P–, 0) 

M_sensitivity = max((M– – M) / M–, 0) 

M– and P– denote the expression level in minus and plus strand windows after 

exosome (RRP40) depletion, respectively, while M and P denote the 

expression level in minus and plus strand windows in control HeLa cells. 

Similarly, we calculated an overall exosome sensitivity score for each 

transcribed DHS after first adding plus and minus strand expression. 

For specific analyses, we used thresholds of ≤ 0.25 and ≥ 0.75 to identify 

highly stable and highly unstable RNAs emanating from transcribed DHSs. 

 

GENCODE transcript-association with DHSs 
We annotated DHSs with GENCODE5 version 17 transcripts. Each gene 

transcript with an annotated TSS overlapping a DHS window of the same 

strand (described above) was associated with that DHS. We further 
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generalized the GENCODE gene_type:transcript_type biotypes according to 

the following scheme 

GENCODE gene_type:transcript_type Generalized biotype 

protein_coding:protein_coding protein-coding 

processed_transcript:processed_transcript lncRNA 

processed_transcript:antisense lncRNA 

antisense:antisense lncRNA 

lincRNA:lincRNA lncRNA 

processed_transcript:lincRNA lncRNA 

everything else other 

 

Each DHS was assigned one generalized biotype using the following 

hierarchical strategy combining the generalized biotypes associated with each 

strand. For each DHS generalized biotype, both the minus and plus strand 

criteria must be fulfilled by at least one associated transcript. DHSs that are 

assigned a generalized biotype will not be considered in lower ranked tests. 

Empty table cells are fulfilled by any transcript association or absence thereof. 

 

DHS generalized biotype minus strand plus strand 

protein-coding, bidirectional protein-coding protein-coding 

protein-coding, -, lncRNA, + protein-coding lncRNA 

lncRNA, -, protein-coding, + lncRNA protein-coding 

protein-coding, + no annotation protein-coding 

protein-coding, - protein-coding no annotation 

lncRNA, bidirectional lncRNA lncRNA 

lncRNA, + no annotation lncRNA 

lncRNA, - lncRNA no annotation 

  

Analyses specifically considering lincRNAs were based on lncRNA DHSs 

associated with at least one GENCODE transcript of transcript_type lincRNA. 

 

k-medoids clustering of DHSs 
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k-medoids clustering was performed k= 2-10 clusters on DHSs with observed 

expression after exosome (RRP40) depletion (see calculation of expression 

above), based on DHS-associated exosome sensitivity on minus and plus 

strands, overall exosome sensitivity, directionality of transcription after 

exosome (RRP40) depletion, total HeLa control expression as well as HeLa 

control expression for minus and plus strands. Expression levels were 

converted to ranks and rescaled to [0,1]. This data were used for visualization 

of DHSs by principal component analysis (PCA). Before k-medoids clustering 

of DHSs, all data were centered (values had their means subtracted) and 

rescaled (values were divided by their standard deviations). The final number 

of clusters (k=5) was selected according to clustering purity and entropy38 with 

respect to DHS-associated generalized GENCODE biotypes, based on a local 

maxima with no further increase in purity and only a marginal decrease in 

entropy (2.6%). 

 

ENCODE segmentation state association with DHSs 
DHSs were categorized into various chromatin states according to overlap of 

DHS summits with combined Segway39 and ChromHMM40 ENCODE (release 

Jan 2011) HeLa state segmentations. 

 

De novo assembly of transcripts from RNA-sequencing data 
Transcripts were assembled de novo from RNAseq data from HeLa cells 

depleted of hRRP4029 (SRA accession: SRX365673). We utilized Cufflinks 

v2.1.1  28 applying standard parameters with the following modification to 

enhance assembly of low-abundant transcripts: --min-frags-per-transfrag 5 

(only require 5 read fragments to assemble a transcript) and --overlap-radius 

150 (allow gaps of up to 150 bp between fragments assembled into the same 

transcript). Assembled transcriptomes were then converted to bed format and 

paired with DHS regions by overlap with transcript 5’ ends using BEDTools41. 

Transcript length and exon count was then extracted from the DHS-

associated set of de novo assembled transcripts. 

 

Poly-adenylation status of RNA-seq derived transcripts 
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ENCODE RNAseq libraries from polyA+ and polyA- fractions (SRA 

accessions: SRX084680 and SRX085297, respectively) were mapped to all 

DHS-associated de novo-assembled transcripts using the STAR pipeline42 

and RPKM values were calculated using the rpkmforgenes.py script43.  

 

Assessing the protein-coding potential of de novo-assembled 
transcripts 
PhyloCSF30 was employed on Cufflinks de novo assembled transcripts whose 

TSSs were associated with transcribed DHSs to group transcripts with 

putative protein-coding potential (PhyloCSF score ≥ 100) and those that were 

likely non-coding (PhyloCSF score < 100). 

 

Analysis of downstream splice site and termination signals 
To investigate the preference of RNA processing motifs downstream of TSSs 

potentially differing between unstable and stable DHSs, we first identified the 

genomic distributions of the splice site and AATAAA termination motifs (motifs 

determined elsewhere19) using HOMER44. We then calculated the enrichment 

per bp of these motifs, in regions of increasing sizes (up to 1kb) downstream 

of the CAGE summit (position with maximum signal over pooled CAGE 

libraries) associated with respective strand of each DHS, compared to the 

expected number of motifs according to a uniform genomic distribution. 

 

Chromatin state and transcription factor binding at DHSs 
ENCODE HeLa ChIP-seq pileup data (release Jan 2011) were extracted 

around DHSs, averaged per base pair with respect to distance to DHS 

summits and DHS cluster/category and normalized by division with the 

average overall pileup signal around all DHSs. Hence, a normalized signal >1 

indicates more signal than would be expected by chance around DHSs and a 

normalized signal <1 indicates less signal than would be expected by chance 

around DHSs. 

 

Analysis of DHSs with FANTOM5 CAGE data 
We quantified the expression of transcribed DHSs, as described above, using 

FANTOM5 primary cell CAGE data34 For each DHS and strand, both the max 
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expression and a cell type-specificity score were calculated. The specificity 

score was defined to range between 0 and 1, where 0 means unspecific 

(ubiquitously expressed across cell types) and 1 means specific (exclusively 

expressed in one CAGE library). In detail, 

specificity(X) = 1 – (entropy(X) / log2(N)), 

where X is a vector of expression values for a DHS over all CAGE libraries 

and N its cardinality (|X|, the number of CAGE libraries). 

 

Evolutionary conservation 
Evolutionary constraints on DNA surrounding DHS summits were estimated 

using Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling (GERP) data 

(http://mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/downloads/gerp/). We used the 

available estimated Rejected Substitutions (RS) across mammalian 

alignments as an indicator of the strength of past purifying selection and 

deviance from neutral evolutionary rate. 

 

Statistics and visualization 
Statistical tests were done in the R environment (http://www.R-project.org). 

Graphs were made using mainly ggplot2 R package. Intersections of and 

distances between various genomic features were calculated using 

BEDTools41. 
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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